HINDI PROGRAM

HIND: 1501
T & Th 4:00 - 6:30 PM
Dr. Sarita Mehta

Contact Dr. Sarita Mehta: smehta9@uh.edu

Expand Horizons: Learn Hindi Language

➢ The course is an in-depth introduction to modern Hindi. “Learning with Fun – Hindi and Indian Culture” is specially designed by the Instructor, to develop beginning learners in four skills to equip them with enough knowledge to communicate in Hindi Language. It allows the student to develop the necessary abilities to communicate in this language in everyday situations, along with Socio-cultural background of India.

➢ The overall Goal of this course is to prepare students to Novice-HIGH level of Hindi. By the end of the semester; diligent participants should be able to use Hindi in self satisfying and meaningful ways.

Open the doors to a whole new world
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